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The Space Technology 7 Disturbance Reduction System (ST7-DRS) is a NASA technology demon-
stration payload that operated from January 2016 through July of 2017 on the European Space
Agency’s LISA Pathfinder spacecraft . The joint goal of the NASA and ESA missions was to validate
key technologies for a future space-based gravitational wave observatory targeting the source-rich
milliHertz band. The two primary components of ST7-DRS are a micropropulsion system based
on colloidal micro-Newton thrusters (CMNTs) and a control system that simultaneously controls
the attitude and position of the spacecraft and the two free-flying test masses (TMs). This paper
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presents our main experimental results and summarizes the overall the performance of the CMNTs
and control laws. We find that the CMNT performance to be consistent with pre-flight predictions,
with a measured system thrust noise on the order of 100 nN/

√
Hz in the 1 mHz ≤ f ≤ 30 mHz band.

The control system maintained the TM-spacecraft separation with an RMS error of less than 2 nm
and a noise spectral density of less than 3 nm/

√
Hz in the same band. Thruster calibration mea-

surements yield thrust values consistent with the performance model and ground-based thrust-stand
measurements, to within a few percent. We also report a differential acceleration noise between the
two test masses with a spectral density of roughly 3 fm/s2/

√
Hz in the 1 mHz ≤ f ≤ 30 mHz band,

slightly less than twice as large as the best performance reported with the baseline LISA Pathfinder
configuration and below the current requirements for the Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA)
mission.

PACS numbers: 07.05.Dz, 07.87.+v

I. INTRODUCTION

A. LISA Pathfinder, the LISA Technology
Package, and ST7-DRS

The Space Technology 7 Disturbance Reduction Sys-
tem (ST7-DRS) is a NASA technology demonstration
payload hosted on the European Space Agency (ESA)
LISA Pathfinder (LPF) spacecraft, which launched from
Kourou, French Guiana on December 3, 2015 and oper-
ated until July 17th, 2017, when it was decommissioned
by ESA. The primary purpose of LPF was to validate key
elements of the measurement concept for the Laser Inter-
ferometer Space Antenna (LISA), a planned space-based
mission to observe gravitational waves in the millihertz
band. Specifically, LPF demonstrated that the technique
of drag-free control could be employed to place a test
mass in near-perfect free-fall [1, 2]. LISA will use three
drag-free satellites, configured as an equilateral triangle
with ∼ 2.5 million km arms, to detect spacetime strains
caused by passing gravitational waves [3].

The basic components of a drag-free system are the ref-
erence test mass, which resides inside the spacecraft but
makes no physical contact with it; a metrology system
that measures the position and attitude of the test mass
relative to the spacecraft as an inertial sensor; a control
system that determines what forces and torques to ap-
ply to the spacecraft, and possibly the test mass; and an
actuation system that can apply forces and torques to
the spacecraft and possibly the test mass. In the case
of LPF, European National Space Agencies provided the
LISA Technology Package (LTP), which includes two test
masses as part of the inertial sensor. Each test mass has
its own independent six-degree-of-freedom electrostatic
metrology and control system. LTP also includes an op-
tical interferometer that measures the position and at-
titude of the test masses with respect to the spacecraft
and each other much more precisely than the electrostatic
system, but only along the axis that joins the two test
masses as well as the tip and tilt angles orthogonal to

aDeceased 30 March 2017
bDeceased 30 September 2012

that axis. Finally, the LTP includes systems to monitor
and control the thermal, magnetic, and charge environ-
ment of the instrument. The ESA-provided spacecraft
included its own set of drag-free control laws and its own
cold-gas micropropulsion system. ESA’s drag-free sys-
tem was used for the majority of LPF’s operations and
achieved a striking level of performance, significantly ex-
ceeding the requirements set for LPF (which were delib-
erately relaxed from the LISA requirements) and meeting
or exceeding the requirements for LISA itself [1, 2].

ST7-DRS includes two main elements: an alternate set
of drag-free control laws implemented on a separate com-
puter, and an alternate micropropulsion system based on
a novel colloidal microthruster technology [4, 5]. ST7-
DRS provided the first demonstration of colloidal micro-
propulsion performance in space. During phases of the
LPF mission where ST7-DRS operated, NASA’s colloidal
thrusters were used in place of ESA’s cold-gas thrusters
to move and orient the spacecraft, with the DRS control
laws replacing the ESA control laws. For brief periods,
NASA’s colloid thrusters were also used as the actua-
tors for ESA’s drag-free system, replacing the cold gas
thrusters, to show performance and the robust nature
of the drag-free control laws and colloid microthruster
technology.

During ST7 operations, the LTP payload played the
same role as during the ESA-led parts of the mission
- providing information on the positions and attitudes
of the test masses and applying forces and torques to
the test masses, as requested by the DRS controllers.
In this paper, we present an overview of the ST7-DRS
operations, the measured performance of the ST7-DRS
systems, and the implications for LISA.

B. History of ST7-DRS development and
operations

Initiated in 2002 as part of NASA’s New Millen-
nium program, ST7-DRS includes four subsystems: (1)
The Integrated Avionics Unit (IAU), a computer based
on the RAD750 processor; (2) Colloid Micro Newton
Thrusters (CMNT), two clusters of four thrusters each;
(3) Dynamic Control Software (DCS), a software sub-
system which implements drag-free control algorithms
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and (4) Flight Software (FSW), a command and data
handling software subsystem which processes commands
and telemetry and hosts the DCS. The IAU was manufac-
tured by Broadreach Engineering (Phoenix, AZ) and was
delivered to NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)
for integrated testing in May, 2006. The CMNTs were
manufactured by Busek (Natick, MA), put through ac-
ceptance and thermal testing in late 2007, and delivered
to JPL with fully loaded propellant tanks in 2008. The
DCS software was written at NASA’s Goddard Space-
flight Center (GSFC) and the FSW was written at JPL,
with initial versions both completed in March, 2006. The
DRS completed a Pre-Ship Acceptance Review with ESA
in June 2008 and was placed in storage until its delivery
to Astrium UK, in Stevenage, England, for Assembly,
Integration, Verification and Test (AIVT) in July 2009.

Due to the the unexpectedly long duration between
DRS delivery and LPF’s launch, ST7 conducted shelf-
life extension testing on the thruster propellant, ma-
terials, and microvalves in both 2010 and 2013, which
qualified the system for launch in 2015 and serendipi-
tously demonstrated a long storage lifetime (8 years on
the ground and nearly 10 years total with on-orbit oper-
ations) that will be useful for LISA. During the storage
period, the thrusters were left on the spacecraft, fully
loaded with propellant, with removable protective covers
on each thruster head to prevent debris from entering
the electrodes. During this time, the spacecraft was kept
in the integration and test facilities at Airbus Stevenage,
UK with dynamic and thermal environmental testing oc-
curring at IABG in Ottobrunn, Germany. The thrusters
were part of all spacecraft-level testing with at least an-
nual inspections removing the protective covers, none of
which showed any signs of propellant leakage or dam-
age to the thruster electrodes. The thrusters required
no special handling or environmental control beyond the
normal safeguards and environments used during typi-
cal spacecraft AIVT activities, and the protective covers
were removed just before spacecraft encapsulation into
the launch fairing.

After launch, a composite of the LPF Science Mod-
ule (SCM) and Propulsion Module (PRM) executed a
series of orbit raising maneuvers culminating in a cruise
to Earth-Sun L1. DRS, which was powered-off during
launch, was turned on for initial commissioning January
2 - 10, 2016. Because the PRM was still fastened to
SCM, the DRS did not control the spacecraft attitude in
this commissioning, but the effects of the DRS thrusters
were observed in the host spacecraft attitude control us-
ing on-board gyroscopes. LPF arrived on station at L1
on January 22, 2016 and the PRM was was discarded
leaving the SCM. At this time, the ESA LISA Technol-
ogy Package (LTP) was commissioned and began exe-
cuting its primary mission on March 1st, 2016. A second
commissioning of DRS was conducted June 27 - July 8,
2016, which included successful demonstrations of drag-
free control. DRS operations were conducted over the
next five months including 13 different experiments with

Event Date Event Date

LPF Launch 03 Dec ’15 Thruster-4
Anomaly

27 Oct ’16

Transfer Phase
Commissioning
(9 days)

02 Jan ’16 Start:Hybrid
Propulsion

29 Nov ’16

Arrival at L1 22 Jan ’16 End:Primary
Mission

06 Dec ’16

Experiment
Phase Com-
missioning (10
days)

27 Jun ’16 Start:Extended
Mission

20 Mar ’17

Cluster-2 DCIU
Anomaly

09 Jul ’16 End:Extended
Mission

30 Apr ’17

Start:Primary
Mission

15 Aug ’16 Decommissioning
Activities

13 Jul ’17

TABLE I: Key dates for DRS operations

occasional breaks for planned LTP station-keeping ma-
neuvers or LTP experiments, as well as response to a
number of anomalies on both DRS and LPF hardware.
The DRS anomalies are discussed in Section VI. DRS
completed its baseline mission on December 6, 2016. An
extended mission to further characterize the thrusters
and control system was requested and approved, and op-
erated from Mar 17, 2017 to April 30, 2017. The DRS
was decommissioned as part of the LPF decommission-
ing process on July 13, 2017. Key dates for DRS opera-
tions are summarized in Table I. The complete ST7-DRS
data set, along with tools for accessing it, is archived at
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/lpf/.

C. DRS Components and Interfaces

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the DRS hardware
and its major functional interfaces to the LPF space-
craft and the LTP instrument. The DRS consists of
three distinct hardware units: the IAU and two Col-
loidal Micronewton Thruster Assemblies (CMTAs) with
four thrusters each. The IAU interfaces with the pri-
mary LPF computer, known as the On-Board Computer
(OBC), and the OBC provides interfaces to the LTP in-
strument as well as other spacecraft systems such as the
star tracker and communications systems. In drag-free
operations when the DRS is in control of the spacecraft
attitude, the LTP provides measurements of the position
and attitude of the two test masses, which are processed
by the OBC and sent to the IAU along with spacecraft at-
titude measurements derived from the LPF star trackers.
This information is processed by the Dynamic Control
System (DCS) software running on the IAU, which deter-
mines the appropriate forces and torques to apply to the
spacecraft and the test masses. Test mass force/torque
commands are sent by the IAU to the OBC, which relays
them to the GRS front-end electronics within the LTP.

https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/lpf/
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FIG. 1: Block diagram of the Disturbance Reduction System
(DRS) and its interfaces with the LISA Pathfinder spacecraft
and the LISA Technology Package instrument. Renderings of
LPF and LTP courtesy of ESA/Medialab.

Spacecraft force/torque commands are decomposed into
individual CMNT thrust commands, which are then sent
to the CMNTs. 1

The DRS is a single-string system, but with a redun-
dant RS-422 communication interface between the IAU
and the OBC, and redundant IAU DC/DC power con-
verters and thruster power switches. The redundant
power busses are cross-strapped to each thruster clus-
ter, which are single string. The A-Side power bus was
the primary bus used during the mission.

II. THE COLLOIDAL MICRO-NEWTON
THRUSTER ASSEMBLIES

A. Components

Colloid thrusters were selected to be developed by ST7-
DRS because of their potential for extremely high preci-
sion thrust; extremely low noise; and a larger specific im-
pulse compared to cold-gas systems (∼ 240 s vs ∼ 70 s).
Colloid thrusters are a type of electrospray propulsion,
which operate by applying a high electric potential dif-
ference to charged liquid at the end of a hollow needle
in such a way that a stream of tiny, charged droplets
is emitted generating thrust. An advantage of this sys-

1 After the anomaly experienced by CMTA2, the commands sent
by the IAU to the CMTAs were actually low-level current and
voltage commands that are functionally equivalent to thrust com-
mands. See Sec. VI on anomalies and recovery for more detail.

tem is that the liquid colloidal propellant can be handled
with a compact and lightweight propellent management
system and requires no pressure vessels or high temper-
atures. The requirement for high-voltage power supplies
is a disadvantage. Colloidal thrusters can be designed to
operate in various thrust ranges according to the num-
ber of needles that are used in each thruster head. The
ST7-DRS configuration, developed specifically for ST7s
performance requirements by Busek, provides a thrust
range from 5 to 30 µN per thruster (larger thrusts are
achievable in diagnostic mode).

DRS includes two Colloidal Micro-Newton Thruster
Assemblies (CMTAs), each of which includes: 4 thruster
heads, 4 propellant feed systems, 4 Power Processing
Units (PPUs), 1 cathode, and 1 Digital Control Inter-
face Unit (DCIU) [5]. Figure 2 shows both a block
diagram for one of the 4-thruster assemblies. Each
thruster head includes a manifold that feeds nine emit-
ters in parallel, a heater to control propellant tempera-
ture and physical properties, and electrodes that extract
and accelerate the propellant as charged droplets. The
thruster heads are fed by independent bellows and mi-
crovalves (the feed system). The propellant is the room
temperature ionic liquid 1-ethyl-3methylimidazolium
bis(triflouromethylsulfonyl)imide (EMI-Im) and is stored
in four electrically isolated, stainless steel bellows, which
use compressed constant-force springs to supply the four
microvalves with propellant at approximately 1 atm of
pressure. The propellant flow rate is controlled by a
piezo-actuated microvalve. The thruster heads and feed
system voltages are independently controlled through the
PPUs, which are controlled, in turn by the DCIU. The
DCIU has an on-board PROM (programmable read-only
memory) that stores the thruster operating software and
control algorithms. The DCIU has power, command, and
telemetry interfaces to the IAU. The CMTA mass is 14.8
kg with ∼ 0.5 kg of propellant distributed into each of the
4 thruster bellows. The nominal power consumptions of
each CMTA is ∼ 17 W.

Each CMTA also includes one propellantless field emis-
sion cathode neutralizer, included to neutralize the emit-
ted spray of charged droplets after they are accelerated,
and so prevent spacecraft charging by the thrusters. The
cathode neutralizers are fabricated from a carbon nan-
otube (CNT) base with an opposing gate electrode con-
trolled by the DCIU. Each CNT is capable of producing
10 µA to 1 mA using extraction voltages of 250 to 800 V.
The neutralizer was tested during the extended mission
and produced the desired current. As expected, the mea-
sured spacecraft charging with respect to the test masses
[6] indicated that the induced spacecraft charge rate was
larger in magnitude than and opposite in sign from the
effect of the CMNTs, meaning the neutralizer was not
necessary for maintaining spacecraft charge control.
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FIG. 2: CMNT propulsion system components and configu-
ration. The Carbon nanotube cathode is not shown.

B. Thrust model

The thrust (T) from each CMNT is approximated
by [7, 8]:

T = C1 I
1.5
B V 0.5

B , (2.1)

where IB is the total beam current from the 9 emitters,
VB is beam voltage, and C1 is the thrust coefficient. C1

depends mostly on physical properties of the propellant
(viscosity, electrical conductivity, etc.) and also on the
characteristics of the plume (beam divergence, charge-
to-mass ratio distribution, etc.). In operation, the DCIU
adjusts the the beam voltage (2-10 kV) and propellant
flow rate for each thruster head to achieve the desired
thrusts. The mass flow rate is not measured directly;
instead the beam current IB is measured and controlled
by actuating a piezo microvalve. IB is controlled to bet-
ter than 1 nA over the operating range of 2.25 to 5.4µA,
corresponding to a thrust resolution of ≤ 0.01µN. Inde-
pendent, fine control of both the beam voltage and beam
current allow for precise control of thrust to better than
0.1 µN, with <0.1 µN/

√
Hz thrust noise.

The value C1 is temperature-dependent; C1 decreases
with increasing temperature. Thrust-stand measure-
ments on Engineering Model (EM) units validated this
model to a precision of ∼ 2%, consistent with the cali-
bration of the thrust stand[8]. The best-fit value for C1

under nominal beam voltage and current and with a pro-

pellant temperature TP = 25◦C was 31.9 NA−3/2V−1/2.
A substantial portion of the DRS operations was utilized
to perform calibration experiments to validate this model
in flight as well as explore potential higher-fidelity mod-
els. These experiments and their results are discussed in
section IV B.

III. THE DYNAMIC CONTROL SYSTEM (DCS)

The DRS control system maintains the attitude of the
spacecraft, as well as the position of the test masses
within their housings, both by moving the spacecraft via
the CMNTs and by moving the test masses via electro-
static actuation. There were initially six DRS Mission
Modes managed by the IAU: Standby, Attitude Control,
Zero-G, Drag-Free Low Force, 18-DOF (Degree of Free-
dom) Transitional, and 18-DOF Mode. One additional
mode, the Zero-G Low Force was added for the extended
DRS mission, to provide improved performance in the
accelerometer mode, where some of the most sensitive
thruster experiments were performed.

Standby mode is used when IAU is powered on but
no actuation commands are being generated by the con-
trol system, generally when the LTP controller is active.
Attitude Control Mode is used for the transition from
LTP control to DRS Control. In this mode, the DRS
nulls spacecraft attitude errors and their rates using the
thrusters, while electrostatically suspending the both test
masses. In the Zero-G Mode, disturbance forces on the
spacecraft, such as those from solar radiation pressure,
are nulled out in a low-bandwidth loop that minimizes
common-mode actuation on the test masses by applying
forces on the spacecraft using the CMNTs. The Zero-
G low force variant utilized the same control scheme
but with the GRS actuation set to its high resolution /
low force authority setting. In the Drag Free Low Force
(DFLF) Mode the spacecraft’s position is controlled via
the CMNTs to follow the reference test mass (RTM, con-
figurable to be either of the two LTP test masses) in all
translational axes. Hence, it is the lowest mode in which
drag-free flight of a single test mass is achieved. The
18-DOF Transitional is, as its name suggests, a tran-
sitional mode to get from DFLF to 18-DOF control of
the spacecraft and the two test masses. In the 18-DOF
mode, the DRS uses the thrusters to force the space-
craft to follow the RTM, i.e., to maintain the nominal
gap of the RTM with respect to its housing along all
three axes. The DRS uses the torque from the CMNTs
to control the spacecraft attitude, in the measurement
band (1-30mHz), so that it follows: (a) the non-reference
test mass (NTM) in the transverse directions (normal to
the LTP axis); and (b) the relative attitude of the RTM
about the sensitive axis. The orientations of both test
masses are controlled via electrostatic suspension below
the measurement bandwidth (MBW). Further details on
the spacecraft and test mass control design for each mode
may be found in [9, 10].

The DRS baseline architecture made use of only the ca-
pacitive sensing measurements of the test mass positions
and orientations, which was the configuration for both
ST7 and LTP when the DRS design was consolidated.
After successfully commissioning DRS in this configura-
tion, the system was modified to use the higher-precision
interferometric data from LTP for the degrees of freedom
where it was available.
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IV. CHARACTERIZATION OF THRUSTER
PERFORMANCE

In-flight characterization of the CMNT technology was
a major goal of the ST7 mission. This section summa-
rizes the experiments conducted during DRS operations
and the top-level results. The CMNT properties inves-
tigated during the flight campaign include thrust range,
response time, calibration, and thrust noise. In general,
two sources of data were available for these investigations.
The first was internal thruster telemetry such as beam
currents, beam voltages, valve voltages, temperatures,
etc. These quantities can be used to estimate the CMNT
thrust using physics-based models which were validated
during the CMNT development with thrust stand mea-
surements. The second source of data, which is unique
to this flight test, was the rest of the Pathfinder space-
craft, in particular the test masses and interferometer of
the LTP. Measurements with LPF and LTP data allowed
the CMNT thrust model to be independently validated
and its exquisite sensitivity allowed thrust noise measure-
ments in the LISA band at a level never achieved with
ground-based thrust stands.

A. Functional Tests: Range and Response Time

As described in Table I, the CMNTs were com-
missioned in two phases in 2016. The first phase, in
January 2016, was conducted prior to separation of
the propulsion module so that the CMNTs would be
available to serve as a backup propulsion system for
LPF, should the primary cold-gas system experience an
anomaly after separation. Figure 3 shows a full-range
response test in which all 8 CMNTs are initially at their
minimum thrust level of 5µN and then commanded to
their maximum level of 30µN for 300 s before returning
to 5µN. The thrust command (same for all thrusters)
is shown in black and the predicted thrust based on
CMNT telemetry and the ground-validated model is
shown in colored lines. This initial test demonstrated
that all eight CMNTs could operate in their requisite
5-30µN thrust range. With the propulsion module still
attached to the spacecraft and the LTP instrument
not yet commissioned, there was limited availability of
precision data from the platform. However, telemetry
from the propulsion module ACS thrusters and from the
LPF star tracker showed force/torque motions on the
platform that were roughly consistent with thrust levels
commanded to the CMNTs.

Both the thruster control law and the dynamics of
the thruster head are expected to lead to a delayed re-
sponse time, for which the design requirement was 10 s.
As shown in Figure 3, 7 of the 8 CMNTs meet this
requirement for the response time from 5µN to 30µN.
The exception is CMNT#1, which has a response time
of ∼ 170 s. As discussed in Appendix A.1, this de-

layed response is consistent with some obstruction in the
CMNT#1 feed system. The response time for 30µN to
5µN was slightly longer for all CMNTs and significantly
longer for thrusters 1,6, and 7. This is likely due to the
response of the piezo microvalve, which is controlled by
a PID loop to maintain the desired current level. The
valve actuator is encased in a potting compound that
provides electrical isolation but also adds some mechan-
ical compliance to the valve. In addition, there is some
variation in the pre-load and piezo response from valve to
valve that results in different flow response as a function
of valve voltage. An examination of the valve voltage
during this experiment reveals that while the voltage for
valves 1,6, and 7 dropped to zero after the transition from
commands of 30µN to 5µN, the electrometer still mea-
sured a slowly-declining current after the valve voltage
reached zero. This suggests that the piezo actuators in
these valves were unable to close the valves to the desired
position until the valve mechanically relaxed, after which
time the piezo could begin to actuate again.
Finally, CMNT#1 also shows an impulsive behavior
known as ‘blipping’, which is caused when the number of
emitters actively flowing propellant in the CMNT head
changes. In standard operations, all 9 emitters should be
expelling propellant for the full range of thrusts. How-
ever, if one emitter has a significantly increased hydraulic
resistance due to an obstruction, it can periodically stop
and start, leading to an abrupt change in the thrust.
While efforts were made during the mission to improve
the performance of CMNT#1 during the mission, neither
the response time not the rate of ‘blipping’ significantly
improved. This is further discussed in Appendix A.1.
Note that there is also some evidence of ‘blipping’ in in
CMNT#7 in Figure 3, although at a much lower rate
than for CMNT#1 and also only at the minimum thrust
level. The blipping behavior for CMNT#7 rapidly im-
proved as commissioning proceeded and was not observed
during the remainder of the mission, suggesting that the
(presumably much smaller) obstruction that was respon-
sible was cleared.

After the propulsion module was successfully separated
and the spacecraft was under control of the cold-gas mi-
cropropulsion, the CMNTs were placed in a safe mode
for approximately 6 months of LTP operations. In July
2016, the second phase of CMNT commissioning was con-
ducted to prepare for DRS operations. Figure 4 shows a
thruster functional test in which each CMNT is succes-
sively ramped, in 5µN increments, from 5µN to 30µN
and back. The blue line shows the thrust command
and the red data shows the estimated thrust based on
the CMNT telemetry and the ground-validated model.
Again, 7 of the 8 CMNTs perform as designed, but
CMNT#1 exhibits both the episodic ‘blipping’ and an
overall slow response time. We note that here the 30µN
limit on the maximum thrust was set by the flight soft-
ware. In the extended mission, the diagnostic mode of
the CMNTs was used to manually command the cur-
rent and voltage to demonstrate extended thrust range.
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FIG. 3: Full-range response test for all eight CMNTs con-
ducted as part of initial thruster commissioning in January
2016 prior to separation of the LPF Propulsion Module.
All 8 thrusters demonstrated the full thrust range, although
CMNT#1 had an abnormally slow response time, perhaps
due to some obstruction. In addition CMNT#1 exhibited a
‘blipping’ mode consistent with one of the nine emitter tips
cycling between a spraying and non-spraying state.

FIG. 4: Thruster actuation test conducted during DRS com-
missioning in July 2016. Each of the eight CMNTs was suc-
cessively cycled from 5µN to 30µN and back in 5µN steps.
The achieved thrust estimated from the CMNT telemetry
closely matches the thrust commands with the exception of
CMNT#1, which exhibits both a slow response time and
’blipping’ consistent with one of its nine emitters firing only
intermittently.

CMNT#2 and CMNT#5 were stepped up to 40µN early
in the extended mission and then CMNT#5 was stepped
up to 50µN and CMNT#2 was stepped up to 60µN near
the end of the extended mission. The CMNTs passed all
of these extended-range tests without incident.

B. Thruster Calibration Measurements

As mentioned above, the additional instrumentation
on the Pathfinder spacecraft, in particular the LTP, al-
lows use of the spacecraft as a low-noise thrust stand that
can be used to calibrate the thrust model. This section
describes the design, analysis, and results of thruster cal-
ibration experiments carried out using this method.

1. Experiment design

All the calibration experiments had the following gen-
eral form. The thrust command to one of the eight CM-
NTs is modulated by some sinusoidal or square wave,
which we refer to as the injection waveform, and each
thruster’s calibration constant is derived from the result-
ing modulations on i) the motion of the spacecraft , ii) the
motion of the two TMs, and iii) the electrostatic forces
on the TMs. The full set of injection waveforms that we
used is summarized in Table II. In each experiment, we
cycle through each of the thrusters one at a time.

We chose to perform the majority of the injections in
accelerometer control mode, out of concern that drag-free
control would lead to a complicated mixing of the injec-
tion signals across all thrusters simultaneously, as well as
suppressing the modulation on the main thruster of in-
terest. Operating in accelerometer mode is very close to
the standard operating mode in the ground-based thrust
stand measurements.

The amplitude and frequency of the injections were
selected to balance the needs of the system (low distur-
bance, slew rate limits, and available experiment time)
against the needs of the analysis, as characterized by the
expected signal to noise ratio (SNR). Our baseline ap-
proach was to perform the experiment in the DRS’s high-
force actuation mode, since it provides higher control au-
thority and therefore should permit larger-amplitude in-
jections without losing stability. Later in the mission,
a set of injections was designed for the DRS’s low-force
actuation mode, which had a better-characterized cali-
bration of the applied test mass forces and torques than
the high-force mode.

Early in DRS operations, each injection set was demon-
strated on a subset of thrusters to assess the quality of
the response and resulting analysis. Set 1, with the most
gentle system response but longest duration, was used for
initial checkout and sets 2 through 4 were used together
to more rapidly characterize thruster performance. Set 5
utilized a square wave to measure the response at multi-
ple Fourier frequencies and was utilized in some limited
tests. In this paper, we present results from the ‘stan-
dard’ suite of sets 2 through 4, which were used for the
majority of the investigations in both baseline and ex-
tended DRS operations.
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TABLE II: Waveforms of thruster calibration experiments.

Set # Waveform Frequency Amplitude Duration ρHF ρLF

1 sine 23 mHz 1 µ N 5220 s 200 500

2 sine 23 mHz 3 µ N 696 s 200 500

3 sine 29 mHz 5 µ N 552 s 200 800

4 sine 40 mHz 3 µ N 600 s 66 400

5 square 23 mHz 3 µ N 696 s 200 500

2. Calibration results

The basic analysis approach is to estimate the accel-
eration of the LISA Pathfinder spacecraft using the LTP
data, and compare that with the thrust derived from the
thruster’s measured VB and IB and the thrust model,
Eq. (2.1). As shown in Appendix B, using the average
acceleration of the two test masses causes most of the
rotating-frame effects to cancel out, making the results
more robust against systematic errors.

We use a Markov-Chain Monte-Carlo method to es-
timate the maximum-likelihood gain and delay of each
thruster, jointly fit across the three injection frequencies.
Figure 5 shows an example fit for CMNT#5 for an injec-
tion with the TMs in the high-force mode. The injection
signal is suppressed by a factor of roughly 20, although
it is still visible in the residual. Figure 6 shows a similar
fit for CMNT#5 for an injection with the TMs in the
low-force mode. Here the injection signal is suppressed
by a factor of roughly 100, and no residual is visible.

Table III presents the best-fit value for the C1 coeffi-
cient in Eq. (2.1) for each thruster. These values are av-
eraged over 4 measurements, except for CMNT#4 which
was only averaged 3 times due to the propellant bridge
(see Appendix A.3 for a discussion of this anomaly). All

of the results are in the range 29 ∼ 32 NA−3/2V−1/2,

roughly consistent with the value of 31.9 NA−3/2V−1/2

derived from the ground tests [11].

There is also a small but statistically-significant dis-
crepancy between the experiments conducted in high-
force and low-force modes, which suggests that there is
some aspect of the calibration that has not been prop-
erly accounted for. Note that there is no low -force mode
measurement for CMNT#4, as this experiment was im-
plemented after it was disabled. We do not report the
best-fit delays, since in addition to physical delays, they
include relative delays between the DRS data packets
containing the CMNT telemetry and the LTP data pack-
ets containing the LTP telemetry, and the latter are not
physically relevant.

FIG. 5: Thrust spectrum as measured from LTP data (blue),
thrust based on thrust model and best-fit C1 value(red), and
residual (difference) between those two (green), for a 23 mHz
injection in high-force actuation mode in CMNT#5.

FIG. 6: Thrust spectrum as measured from LTP data (blue),
thrust based on thrust model and best-fit C1 value(red), and
residual (difference) between those two (green), for a 23 mHz
injection in low-force actuation mode in CMNT#5.

3. Temperature Dependence

The C1 coefficient in the CMNT thrust model,
Eq. (2.1), is expected to depend on the propellant tem-
perature, which is set to 25 C during most of the mission.
To validate this model, a campaign was undertaken to
alter the temperature set point using onboard heaters,
and measure the CMNT calibration using injection sets
2 through 4. Figure 7 shows the measured calibrations
at temperatures of 15 C, 20 C, 25 C, and 30 C along with
a linear fit for temperature dependance. Similar data ob-
tained on the ground with thrust-stand measurements is
included for comparison. Note that due to the CMNT#4
propellant bridge, there are no values for 30 C for that
thruster. Additionally, several other measurements were
made in the initial calibration experiment at the nominal
temperature of 25 C, which are included for all thrusters.
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TABLE III: Summary of thruster calibration results. C1 val-
ues are in units of [NA−3/2V −1/2].

T# T1 C1 error T1 (LF) C1 error

1 31.52 0.15 31.91 0.10

2 30.18 0.10 30.97 0.10

3 28.78 0.09 32.12 0.10

4 29.92 0.09 - -

5 29.96 0.10 31.49 0.10

6 30.02 0.10 30.90 0.10

7 29.71 0.09 30.37 0.10

8 29.86 0.10 30.53 0.10

FIG. 7: Comparison of measured and expected dependence
of thruster coefficient on temperature. Legend entries show
the best-fit linear coefficient for each CMNT and the ground
test in units of NA−3/2V −1/2C−1.

C. Thruster noise performance

The DRS had a Level 1 performance requirement to
demonstrate a spacecraft propulsion system with noise
less than 0.1µN/

√
Hz over a frequency range of 1 mHz

to 30 mHz. We use two different approaches to estimate
the CMNT noise performance. The first method uses
the CMNT flight data and the thrust model in Eq. 2.1,
using the calibration results for the C1 coefficients. To
estimate the intrinsic thruster noise apart from the re-
quired spacecraft control, we subtract the thrust com-
mands. This provides the thrust error. This represents a
lower limit on the thrust noise, since additional effects not
captured by the measured IB and VB values could pro-
duce additional noise. Some such effects, such as CMNT
shot noise, are known to be well below the measured noise
floor, but there is also the possibility of unmodeled noise.

Our second approach for estimating the CMNT noise is
to use the Pathfinder spacecraft as a thrust stand, as was

done for the thruster calibration measurements. In the
measurement band, 1− 30mHz, thrust noise is expected
to dominate the total budget of force noises on the space-
craft . Measuring the acceleration noise of the space-
craft should therefore be an effective way to estimate the
thruster noise, and is formally an upper limit. Unfortu-
nately, this approach is complicated by the fact that after
the anomaly experienced by CMNT#4 (see Appendix A),
some portion of the cold-gas micropropulsion system was
required to be active whenever the CMNT system was
active. The thruster noise measured during these peri-
ods includes contributions from the cold-gas system as
well as the CMNTs.

1. CMNT Noise from internal telemetry

The light blue trace in Figure 8 shows the mea-
sured amplitude spectral density of the thrust noise for
CMNT#5, using the CMNT flight data estimation. This
data, sampled at 1 Hz, comes from an 8-hour period on
2017-04-24, while in the 18DOF controller configuration.
Below 100 mHz, it is a flat with a level of approximately
70 nN/

√
Hz. Note that this individual thrust noise is

somewhat better than the requirement. Additionally,
around 250 mHz, well above the measurement band, the
thrust error for CMNT#5 exhibits a sharp spectral line
feature. The light red trace in Figure 8 shows the thrust
error spectrum from a 200s period of 10Hz-sampled data
taken just after the data for the blue trace. In the red
trace, the line is shifted to 750 mHz and the flat level
at lower frequencies is reduced. This already strongly
suggests that the 250 mHz in the light-blue trace is ac-
tually a 750 mHz effect that is getting aliased down to
250 mHz in the 1Hz-sampled data. The CMNT teleme-
try, which is delivered to the IAU at 10Hz, is typically
decimated to 1Hz without the use of an anti-aliasing fil-
ter. The rationale for this decision was that the CMNT
thrust model depends non-linearly on the beam voltage
and current and any averaging or other filtering opera-
tion applied to the current and voltage would not give the
correct result for the thrust model. In addition, neither
the current nor voltage telemetry was expected to have
significant power above 0.5Hz. To confirm this interpre-
tation, we fit a spectral model to the 10Hz data (dashed
red line in Figure 8 and compute the aliased version of
that spectrum, shown by the dashed blue line in Figure
8). Clearly, this reproduces the 250 mHz peak seen in
the 1Hz data. Based on this analysis, we estimate that
the intrinsic noise of CMNT#5 is closer to 40 nN/

√
Hz

in the absence of aliasing. It is important to note that
aliasing only affects the telemetered values of beam cur-
rent and voltage. The on-board processing is done at the
full 10 Hz rate.

The source of the peak in the 10Hz data, which was not
observed in ground testing, is suspected to be an oscil-
lation in the thruster control loop which arose when the
thrust control algorithm was moved from the DCIU to
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FIG. 8: Measured thrust error (thrust command - modeled
thrust) in CMNT#5 for an 8-hour period on 2017-04-24. The
light blue trace is the full duration, sampled at 1Hz. The light
red trace is for a adjacent 200s segment sampled at 10Hz.
The dashed red line is a fit to the 10Hz spectrum and the
dashed blue is a model of how that spectrum gets aliased by
downsampling the data without using an anti-aliasing filter.

the IAU, following the DCIU anomaly described in Ap-
pendix A. This switch resulted in an additional delays–
first for the current and voltage commands to travel from
the IAU to the DCIU, and then for the current and volt-
age telemetry to travel from the DCIU back to the IAU.
The additional round-trip delay is expected to be 3 clock
cycles, or ∼300 ms. To test this hypothesis a software
simulation of the thrust controller and thruster response
was performed using the flight thrust command data for
CMNT#5 from the period in Figure 8. The green trace
in Figure 9 shows the simulated thrust error, sampled at
10Hz, for the nominal case of zero delay between the IB
and VB commands and the corresponding response. This
would be the case for the original flight configuration in
which the thrust control algorithm was implemented on
the DCIU. The light red trace shows the simulated thrust
error, sampled at 10Hz, for the case where a 300 ms de-
lay is introduced between the command and response of
the beam current and voltage. This delay causes noise en-
hancement at∼700 mHz by the control system, where the
reduced control loop phase margin means that when the
system attempts to suppress motion, the delayed com-
manded thrust actually mildly increases it instead, by
the time the thrust change is enacted. The blue and
yellow traces show the with- and without-delay signals,
respectively, downsampled to 1Hz without anti-aliasing
filters, as was done for nominal DRS operations. In both
cases, this elevates the noise to roughly 50 nN/

√
Hz and,

for the delay case, produces a sharp peak near 300 mHz.

An expanded 8-thruster version of this simulation, in-
cluding modeling of the commanding loop delays and
flight software, a physically motivated model of the

FIG. 9: Simulated thrust error (thrust command - mod-
eled thrust) for CMNT#5 thrust commands using a software
model of the thrust control algorithm. The green trace shows
the expected thrust error in the baseline case of minimal de-
lay between the commands and response of beam voltage and
current. The light red trace shows the same signal when
a 300ms delay is introduced in the beam voltage and cur-
rent response. The blue and yellow traces show the with-
and without-delay signals, respectively, downsampled to 1Hz
without anti-aliasing filters

bubble-noise on thruster 1, and the decimation scheme
for creating the 1 Hz data product, provided an esti-
mate of the expected platform noise. The data produced
by this model matched the available mission flight data,
both the 10 Hz data and the heavily aliased 1 Hz data.
The 10 Hz data provided over a sufficient duration gave
an estimate of the noise in the required frequency band,
without the aliasing effects. This system noise along a
particular direction was computed using knowledge of the
CMNT locations and orientations. Using this simulation
of the noise floor from the 10 Hz data, of ∼40 nN/

√
Hz

for thrusters 2 − 8 and 74 nN/
√

Hz for thruster 1, the
estimated noise floor along spacecraft X,Y, and Z are
∼70 nN/

√
Hz, ∼87 nN/

√
Hz, and ∼56 nN/

√
Hz.

2. CMNT Noise Estimated from Spacecraft Response

The procedure for estimating the thrust noise from the
spacecraft response is very similar to that used for cal-
ibrating the thrusters, described in section IV B, with
the exceptions that no modulations are applied to the
thrusters and that here we also analyze the Y- and Z-
degrees of freedom. This analysis can be applied to any
segment of data where injections are not present. Here
we present results from four segments that are listed in
Table IV. These segments were chosen to span various
configurations of control systems and thrusters so as to
better distinguish the contribution of the propulsion sys-
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TABLE IV: Experiments used to assess thruster noise per-
formance from the spacecraft response. For each experiment
a controller, either the ESA-provided DFACS or the NASA-
provided DCS, controlled the spacecraft using a micropropul-
sion system, either the ESA-provided cold-gas (CGAS) or the
NASA-provided CMNT. For segment IV, the DCS controlled
the spacecraft with 7 CMNTs in-loop and the CGAS used as
an out-of-loop ‘crutch’.

Segment Start Date Duration Controller Propulsion

I 2016-9-28 238 ks DFACS CGAS

II 2016-10-04 111 ks DCS CMNT

III 2016-10-06 124 ks DFACS CMNT

IV 2017-04-21 236 ks DCS CMNT

w/ CGAS

tem to the overall spacecraft noise. Segment I represents
the default configuration for LTP, with the ESA-provided
DFACS in control of the spacecraft using the cold-gas
thruster system. Segment II represents the design config-
uration for DRS, with the DCS in controlling the space-
craft using all 8 CMNTs (and the ESA-provided cold gas
thruster system on standby). Segment III is from a brief
‘joint operations’ campaign in which the DFACS con-
trolled the spacecraft with the CMNTs and the cold gas
system was on standby. Finally, Segment IV represents
the DRS configuration after the CMNT#4 anomaly, with
the DCS controlling the spacecraft using 7 CMNTs, and
with the cold-gas system partially enabled as an out-of-
loop static ‘crutch’.

Figures 10, 11, and 12 show the estimated spacecraft
force noise in the X-, Y-, and Z-directions for each of
the four segments. The solid lines are amplitude spectral
densities estimated using Welch’s method of overlapped-
averaged periodograms with 10,4,5, and 10 averages for
segments I,II,II, and IV, respectively. For segment III,
an impulse suspected to be from a micrometeoroid hit
at 2016-10-07 9:51:12 UTC was excised from the data.
The solid points represent logrithmically-binned esti-
mates with 1-sigma error bars. The solid dashed lines
show a ‘requirement’ based on an uncorrelated thrust
noise of 0.1µN/

√
Hz in each of the CMNTs projected

into the spacecraft body frame using the thruster orien-
tations. This corresponds to 160 nN/

√
Hz, 190 nN/

√
Hz,

and 140 nN/
√

Hz for X-, Y-, and Z-axes respectively.

In general, the noise for the two CMNT-only config-
urations (II and III) are somewhat lower than the two
including cold gas (I and IV). In addition to the overall
higher noise level, the two cold-gas segments exhibit a
set of narrow-line features at ∼ 1.5 mHz and harmonics
thereof. Both of these effects are most pronounced in
the Z-axis, possibly explained by a common-mode noise

FIG. 10: X-component of force on the spacecraft estimated
using measured test mass dynamics and spacecraft mass prop-
erties. The four traces correspond to the segments in IV and
probe different thruster configurations. See text for discus-
sion.

FIG. 11: Y-component of force on the spacecraft estimated
using measured test mass dynamics and spacecraft mass prop-
erties. The four traces correspond to the segments in IV and
probe different thruster configurations. See text for discus-
sion.

source in the cold gas system2 Somewhat surprisingly,
the CMNT noise under DFACS control (III) appears to
be slightly lower than that for DCS (II). Upon inspection

2 Since all 6 Cold Gas thrusters thrust in the +Z (Sunward) di-
rection with the same vector component, a common-mode noise
will add coherently whereas correlated noise in X and Y would
largely cancel when all 6 thrusters are active. Note that for the
case of the ‘crutch’ mode using only 4 of the 6 thrusters, the
cancellation in X and Y no longer occurs.
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FIG. 12: Z-component of force on the spacecraft estimated
using measured test mass dynamics and spacecraft mass prop-
erties. The four traces correspond to the segments in IV and
probe different thruster configurations. See text for discus-
sion.

of the telemetry it was found that CMNT#1 was railed
at the minimum thrust of 5µN due to a unoptimized
thrust bias vector for this ad-hoc experiment. This in-
advertently reduced the rate of ‘blipping’ in CMNT#1,
leading to a reduction in the overall noise.

3. CMNT Noise Summary

In both CMNT-only cases, the measured noise floor
along the x-direction seems to be in the 100 ∼
300 nN/

√
Hz range, which is significantly higher than the

noise predicted by the thrust telemetry in the absence of
aliasing. Possible explanations for this include additional
noise in the thrust system beyond what is inferred from
the current and voltage noise, additional noise on the
spacecraft platform, or noise on the test mass which is
used as a reference.

Table V summarizes measurements and estimates of
some of these effects for the x-axis of the spacecraft in
the 1 ∼ 30 mHz band. Details on how some of these
effects were estimated can be found in Appendix C.
Measured Noise is an approximate white noise level
equivalent to the red trace (segment II) in Figure 10.
Total Estimate is a uncorrelated sum of the remaining
entries in the table, which represents the total amount
of noise accounted for in our model. This is dominated
by an estimate of the modeled thrust noise without the
presence of aliasing that is estimated from the simula-
tions of current and voltage and resulting noise floor
presented in section IV C 1 and Figure 9. The table lists
the contribution from CMNT#1, which has an elevated
noise floor due to the blipping, as well as the sum of
the rest of the thrusters. Unmodeled Noise is the size

TABLE V: Comparison of measured spacecraft Force noise
and combined estimate from measured and estimated effects
in the in 1 ∼ 30 mHz band. Details of noise estimates can be
found in Appendix C.

Effect Estimate nN/
√

Hz

Measured Noise 120

Total Estimate 70

Unmodeled noise 97

CMNT noises

IV noise (CMNT#1) 41

IV noise (CMNT#2-7) 56

shot noise 0.16

flutter noise 0.03

S/C noises

SRP 1.7

Radiometer Noise 0.7

Ext. B-fields 0.01

Micrometeoroids 0.5

TM noises

force noise < 1

of the noise contribution, presumably uncorrelated with
the modeled noise, that would be needed to be added to
the model to match our measurements. This represents
more than half of the measured noise, but at this time
we are unable to account for the source of this effect.
This suggests that designers of future low-disturbance
platforms should take care when considering applications
requiring force noise below ∼ 100 nN/

√
Hz.

V. DRS PERFORMANCE

A. Operation of the Dynamic Control System

DRS operations were initialized with a handover se-
quence wherein control of the spacecraft and test masses
was passed from the European DFACS control system
to the DCS. After initial capture, the DCS executed se-
quences to transition through the various control modes
described in section III in order to bring the instrument
to the desired state for conducting experiments. During
DRS operations, this procedure occurred roughly once
per week after station-keeping maneuvers were performed
under DFACS control. Figure 13 shows the measured
positions and attitudes as well as the commanded forces
and torques of the test mass and spacecraft for a typi-
cal transition sequence from handover to the 18DOF sci-
ence mode. Note that spacecraft forces do not include
the bias levels of the thrusters, which were adjusted to
provide a net DC force of 24µN in the +Z direction to
compensate for solar radiation pressure. After an initial
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transient caused by the handover sequence, the Attitude
Only controller works to stabilize the spacecraft angular
error. Both test masses are commanded to follow the
spacecraft by applying appropriate forces and torques.
For the Zero-g mode, forces are applied to the space-
craft to minimize the z-axis forces on the test masses,
thereby providing active compensation of the solar radi-
ation pressure. In the drag-free mode, the spacecraft is
commanded to follow the RTM along the linear DoFs,
leading to an increase in the applied forces on the space-
craft and a decrease in both the position error and ap-
plied force on the RTM. The 18DOF mode, torques are
applied to the spacecraft to further reduce the forces on
the NTM in the transverse directions. In this particular
sequence, the NTM experienced an impulsive disturbance
approximately 2.5 hours after the transition into 18DOF
mode that caused an excursion of the NTM angles and
x position. The DCS compensated for this disturbance
by applying appropriate torques and forces to the NTM.
The DCS successfully executed dozens of mode transition
sequences over the course of the baseline and extended
mission, providing a robust platform with which to con-
duct experiments characterizing the CMNTs and other
aspects of the spacecraft.

B. Position Accuracy

The spacecraft position error, or the precision with
which the spacecraft position is maintained relative to
the RTM, is an important requirement for the DCS. The
ST7-DRS Level I requirement was for a position error

amplitude spectral density of S
1/2
SCx ≤ 10 nm/

√
Hz in the

band 1 mHz ≤ f ≤ 30 mHz. Figure 14 shows the mea-

sured S
1/2
SCx for two different experiments: a 20.7 hr run in

the drag-free low-force (DFLF) mode beginning on 2016-
08-22 07:36 UTC and a 31.1 hr run in the 18 degree-of-
freedom (18DOF) mode beginning on 2016-10-22 00:00
UTC. Both control modes comfortably meet the require-
ment over the measurement band. At high frequencies,
both traces show a spectrum that follows a roughly f−2

power-law and has an amplitude that is consistent with
a white force noise on the order of ∼ 0.1µN/

√
Hz and

a spacecraft mass of 422 kg. As discussed in section
IV C, thruster noise on the order of ∼ 0.1µN/

√
Hz is

expected to dominate the spacecraft force noise budget.
At ∼ 100 mHz, the drag-free controller begins compen-
sating for this disturbance by applying force commands
on the spacecraft , leading to a flattening of the posi-
tion error spectrum. The DFLF controller has a slightly
higher control bandwidth for the x-axis drag-free loop
than the 18DOF controller, resulting in a slightly lower
level of position noise within the control bandwidth. At
lower frequencies, additional gain in the drag-free loop
further suppresses disturbances from the thrusters.

Figure 15 plots the measured cumulative probability
distribution function for the spacecraft position error
along x for the same two runs as are plotted in Fig-

ure 14. The distributions are well-approximated by a
Gaussian distribution and have confidence intervals of (-
1.0,+1.0) nm for DFLF and (-2.1,+1.9) nm for 18DOF.

C. Differential Acceleration Measurements

While the primary purpose of DRS operations was to
validate the performance of both the drag-free control
laws and the CMNT micropropulsion system, a small
portion of the operations time, in both the prime and
extended missions, was utilized to make differential ac-
celeration measurements of the two test masses. This
‘δg’ measurement is the primary measurement reported
by the LTP collaboration[1, 2]. To a leading approxima-
tion, one would not expect a change in the differential
acceleration noise when either the control laws or the
micropropulsion system was changed. As is extensively
discussed in the LTP collaboration publications, the per-
formance of the drag-free system is primarily determined
by the physics of the sensor assembly and interferometric
readout. For example, the minimum acceleration noise
in the 1 mHz ∼ 10 mHz band is largely determined by
the gas pressure around the test mass. The bulk of the
LTP operations were composed of experiments to char-
acterize and reduce these various couplings, leading to
the improvement in performance from the initial[1] to
the final[2] results.

To first order, a change in the control system does
not affect δg measurements because the analysis used to
construct the δg results includes both the error signal
(motion of the test mass) as well as the control signal
(forces on the test mass). Second-order effects, such as
larger sensitivities to calibration errors or actuation-cross
talk, can be present. Indeed, early in the DRS opera-
tions, it was noticed that the measured δg for Fourier
frequencies ∼> 30 mHz was non-stationary and on average
higher during DRS operations than during LTP opera-
tions. This was traced to the fact that the DRS suspen-
sion controller was initially tuned to be ‘softer’ than the
corresponding LTP controller, which resulted in larger
RMS motion (but less actuation) of the suspended test
mass. This larger motion caused an increase in the aver-
age sensing noise of the LTP interferometer, which had
a known degradation in noise performance if the test
masses were allowed to move appreciably from their nom-
inal position. Once this was understood, the DRS con-
trollers were modified to be ‘stiffer’ at high frequencies,
thus reducing the motion of the suspended test mass and
recovering the interferometric sensing noise performance
observed in the LTP.

One also expects the δg results to depend only weakly
on which micropropulsion system is used, since the differ-
ential nature of the measurement is specifically designed
to reject disturbances on the spacecraft platform. The
most direct coupling of microproulsion noise is through
test mass ‘stiffness’, which represents the coupling be-
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RTM positions NTM positions

RTM angles NTM angles SC angles

RTM forces NTM forces SC forces

RTM torques NTM torques SC torques

FIG. 13: DCS behavior during a typical mode transition sequence from handover to the 18 degree-of-freedom science mode
(18DOF). Plots show measured positions and angles of both the reference (RTM) and non-reference (NTM) test masses; angles
of the spacecraft; and forces and torques applied to the RTM, NTM, and spacecraft . Note that for spacecraft forces, the
thruster bias levels are set to provide a net force in the +Z direction of 24µN. Time origin is 2016-10-02 14:00UTC.
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FIG. 14: Amplitude spectral density of the measured RTM-
Sspacecraft position along the x-direction for a 20.7 hr run in
the drag-free low-force (DFLF, red) mode beginning on 2016-
08-22 and a 31.1 hr run in the 18 degree-of-freedom (18DOF,
blue) mode beginning on 2016-10-22. The solid trace shows
a linearly-binned spectral density computed using Welch’s
method with a frequency resolution of 25µHz while the solid
points show a logarithmically-binned estimate with 1-sigma
error bars. The black dashed line is the Level I position error
requirement for ST7-DRS.

FIG. 15: Cumulative probability distribution for measured
RTM-spacecraft position along the x-direction for the two
runs in Figure 14. The 95% confidence intervals for the
DFLF and 18DOF position errors are (-1.0,+1.0) nm and (-
2.1,+1.9) nm respectively.

tween spacecraft position and force on the test mass,
which is physically caused by all of the following: AC
electric fields used to control the test masses, stray
electrostatic and magnetic fields coupling to test mass
charge, and the gradient of the gravitational field due
to the spacecraft itself. This coupling can be reduced

by increasing the contribution from the actuation fields
so that both test masses have the same stiffness, thus
rejecting any coupling of spacecraft motion through the
use of ‘matched’ stiffness. In practice, the matched stiff-
ness configuration was not extensively used in either LTP
or DRS operations because the intrinsic stiffness of both
test mass systems was significantly lower than require-
ments (and the spacecraft motion due to micropropulsion
noise were within requirements). Micropropulsion noise
could also enter the δg measurement through more sub-
tle effects such as rotating-frame effects. For example,
the measured δg signal includes a centrifugal term that
arises from the product of the low-frequency rotation of
the spacecraft as well as the in-band attitude jitter of
the spacecraft. The standard δg analysis uses a combi-
nation of star-tracker attitude data and test mass torque
data to estimate this contribution and subtract it. It is
possible that increased angular jitter caused by a noisier
microproulsion system could result in a larger contribu-
tion that is more difficult to fully subtract.

Figure 16 shows our estimate of the amplitude spectral
density of δg for two DRS configurations as well as the
‘ultimate’ LTP performance[2] and the current estimated
requirements for the LISA mission. These data were ob-
tained using the same data analysis pipelines and tools
[12] as used by the LTP collaboration in their major re-
sults papers[1, 2]. For all three segments, the solid trace
represents the amplitude spectral density obtained using
Welch’s method of overlapped averaged periodograms of
length 40 ks, with a Blackmann-Harris window applied.
As was the case for the standard LTP analysis, the lowest
reported frequency is the 4th bin (0.1 mHz). The solid
points are logarithmically-binned estimates of the ampli-
tude spectral density, including one-sigma error bars. For
each time-series segment, the data is reduced in a series
of steps that includes estimating the observed accelera-
tion, correcting for the applied force on the non-reference
test mass, correcting for stiffness as well as actuation and
sensing cross talk, correcting for rotating-frame effects,
and removing any impulsive ‘glitches’. Each of these
steps requires both a model of the underlying contribu-
tion to δg as well as a set of parameters corresponding
to the state of the instrument. Again, to the greatest ex-
tent possible, our analysis used an identical set of models
and parameters as the corresponding LTP analysis. Simi-
larly, glitches were identified and removed using the same
procedure as for the final LTP results.

The first DRS segment in Figure 16 (red trace, ‘initial
DRS’, data from segment II in Table IV) represents the
nominal configuration with the DCS controlling the test
masses via the LTP and the spacecraft via all eight CM-
NTs. Three glitches were identified in this segment, oc-
curring at 2016-10-05 05:50 UTC, 2016-10-04 17:51 UTC,
and 2016-10-04 18:07 UTC. Each glitch was fit and re-
moved using a double-exponential, as described in the fi-
nal LTP paper[2]. The second DRS segment (blue trace,
‘optimized DRS’, data from segment IV in Table IV) rep-
resents the optimized DRS performance, obtained after
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FIG. 16: Measured residual differential acceleration between
Pathfinder’s two test masses (δg) for DRS operations and
comparison with LTP configuration. The red trace (initial
DRS) is for an all-DRS configuration from early in the mis-
sion when all eight CMNTs were operating and the cold gas
micropropulsion system was on standby (segment II in Table
IV). The blue trace (optimized DRS) is for a configuration
with the DCS controlling the spacecraft using 7 of 8 CMNTs
while four of the cold gas microthrusters provided an open-
loop static force (segment IV in Table IV). The orange trace is
the ultimate published LTP performance[2]. For all three seg-
ments, the solid trace is a linearly-binned amplitude spectral
density with a resolution of 250µHz while the solid markers
represent logarithmically-binned estimates of the amplitude
spectral density with one sigma error bars. The LISA re-
quirements are the single test-mass acceleration requirement
as expressed in the 2017 LISA Mission Proposal[3] with a
factor of

√
2 applied to account for the fact that Pathfinder

measures differential acceleration between two test masses.

the system had been tuned but also after CMNT #4 had
failed. Again, after the failure of CMNT #4, the DCS
was modified to control the spacecraft with seven CMNTs
in closed-loop as well as an open-loop ‘crutch’ provided
by four of LPF’s cold gas thrusters. Two glitches, at
2017-04-23 03:25 UTC and 2017-04-23 13:22 UTC, were
identified and removed. The LTP segment (orange trace,
‘ultimate LTP’) is the February 2017 segment plotted in
Figure 1 of the final LTP δg paper[2].

The LISA requirements are the single test-mass accel-
eration noise requirement from the 2017 LISA Mission
Proposal[3], but here multiplied by

√
2 to compensate

for the fact that LPF makes a measurement of the dif-
ferential noise between two test masses whereas the re-
quirement is written for a single test mass.

When comparing the three configurations in Fig. 16 it
is useful to consider three different frequency regimes. At
high frequencies (f ∼> 30 mHz), the three traces are quite

similar, exhibiting a f2 power-law behavior that is caused
by white displacement noise in the LTP interferometric
readout of the differential test mass position. The most
notable differences are the presence of a line feature near

70 mHz in both the LTP and optimized DRS configura-
tions as well as the fact that the initial DRS configuration
is slightly lower than the other two. The elevated broad-
band displacement noise is likely due to more significant
misalignments of the test masses during the extended
mission. During the baseline mission, an extensive cam-
paign was carried out to identify misalignments and ac-
tively correct for them by modifying the static offsets
of the test mass positions and attitudes. This procedure
was shown to significantly reduce the cross-coupling term
in the δg analysis (see discussion in initial LTP paper[1]).
This adjustment was not repeated in the extended mis-
sion and it is likely that the offsets may have changed due
to either deliberate changes in the spacecraft temperature
or other effects such as creep and outgassing. The origin
of the 70 mHz line feature is unknown, although the fact
that it is not present in the initial DRS configuration,
when the cold gas micropropulsion system was placed in
standby mode, suggests that it may be related to the cold
gas micropropulsion system in some way.

In the middle band between (1 mHz ∼> f ∼> 10 mHz),
the three traces show clear differences, with the LTP
trace presenting a nearly flat, feature-free noise floor of
approximately 1.8 fm s−2/

√
Hz. The initial DRS trace is

roughly two times higher at 10 mHz and rises slowly to-
wards lower frequencies. The optimized DRS trace has a
lower broad band noise floor than the initial DRS trace,
around 3 fm s−2/

√
Hz. This is still roughly a factor of two

higher than the ultimate LTP case, although with the
much shorter segment (236 ks vs. 1.15 Ms), the statistics
are not as good. As mentioned above, the limiting noise
in this band is expected to be gas pressure in the test
mass enclosures. After an initial steady decrease in pres-
sure in response to the opening of the vent duct to space,
the GRS pressure was primarily controlled by setting the
temperature of the GRS housing. The difference in tem-
peratures between the optimized DRS (12.8 ◦C) and the
optimized LTP (11.5 ◦C) is not large enough to account
for the observed difference in noise, although the higher
noise floor in the initial DRS run, which occurred at a
higher temperature (23.5◦C) and several months earlier
in the mission, may well be due to increased pressure in
the housings.

At the low end of the measured frequency band
(0.1 mHz ∼> f ∼> 1 mHz), all three traces in Fig. 16 show

a rise with a slope of roughly f−1, with their relative am-
plitudes similar to those in the mid-band. At the lower
end of the band, the ultimate DRS noise is slightly higher
than that of the ultimate LTP, although the statistics on
the DRS measurement are poor. While the long-duration
LTP results were able to demonstrate performance down
to 20µHz, a region with important astrophysical impli-
cations, the DRS data is not sufficiently long to make
any measurements below 0.1 mHz. However, based on
the available data it would appear that a drag-free sys-
tem employing CMNT micropropulsion could meet all of
the LISA science requirements while providing significant
savings in mass to the flight system.
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VI. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
WORK

The ST7-DRS successfully demonstrated NASA devel-
oped drag-free control laws and colloid thrusters in space.
Colloid thrusters were selected for the mission because of
their potential to be used for future mission requiring low
thrust noise (≤ 0.1µ N/

√
Hz), high precision (≤ 0.1µN

steps) with a comparatively small amount volume and
mass used for propellent. The ST7-DRS controlled the
attitude the 424 kg ESA LISA Pathfinder Spacecraft
for 103.4 days ( 41 days of drag-free control) using less
than 1 kg of propellant. The mission was also an ex-
ample of applying operational characteristics of colloid
thrusters to a drag-free control application. As a tech-
nology demonstration, ST7-DRS was a success, meeting
its performance requirements. However, the anomalies
experienced during the mission would not be acceptable
had they occurred in the primary propulsion system of a
long-duration mission. Also, the propellent volume must
be increased for a several year mission. In the decade
since the CMNT thrusters were completed in 2008, sig-
nificant progress has been made to adapt the technol-
ogy to a longer mission. The on-orbit performance ob-
served on ST7 is also informing this development and
also the planning for the verification and validation test-
ing to demonstrate the improvements have been realized
without introducing new problems. The on-orbit data
form ST7 is also being used to infer the performance of
colloid thrusters in other applications. While ST7-DRS
specifically implemented a drag-free control system, the
data collected allows the design of other types of con-
trol system. The performance demonstrated on LPF can
enable many applications needing ultra-precise pointing,
formation flying or dynamic stability, including separated
element interferometers, coronagraphs, very large aper-
ture telescopes and fundamental physics experiments. In
addition, the control modes and operational approach
demonstrated on ST7 are an example as to how to hand
over from a higher-noise control system to a very low
noise system, and also demonstrated the response to im-
pulse events (and anomalies) that can be used in planning
for any of these applications. We look forward to the re-
sults of LISA and many other amazing science missions
in the future.
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Appendix A: Anomalies experienced during
ST7-DRS operations

The DRS experienced three significant anomalies dur-
ing the mission that, while they affected operations,
did not prevent the mission from meeting its objectives
and performance requirements. First, CMNT#1 demon-
strated a reduced maximum current and response time
compared to acceptance and thermal vacuum testing
prior to launch. One of its nine emitters also blipped on
and off between 0.2-0.6 Hz, depending on current level,
throughout both the primary and extended missions, sig-
nificantly increasing thrust noise. Second, the DCIU
PROM on cluster 2 suffered a partial memory failure in
the location of the thruster control algorithm just after
the instrument commissioning was complete, preventing
direct thrust commands from being acted on without re-
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seting the DCIU. Third, near the end of the primary mis-
sion, CMNT#4 experienced a propellant bridge between
the emitter and the extractor electrodes, effectively pre-
venting further use of the thruster. This electrical short
occurred after the mission performance requirements had
been met (including 60 days of operation) and during
experiments that were designed to prove performance at
more stressful operating conditions. For all three anoma-
lies, solutions or work-arounds were developed to enable
operations and continue experiments up to the end of
the extended mission. The next three subsections pro-
vide more detail on all three anomalies.

CMNT#1 Performance Reduction

CMNT#1 in-flight performance was not consistent
with its performance in pre-delivery ground acceptance
and thermal vacuum (TVAC) ground tests, where it met
all response time and thrust noise requirements. For ex-
ample, in the TVAC tests, the response time required
for CMNT#1 to increase thrust from 5 to 30 µN was
9.8 s, which was below the 100 s requirement. In flight,
CMNT#1 took 2 days longer than the other thrusters to
fill the propellant feed system and initially turn on, indi-
cating a significantly reduced maximum propellant flow
rate. After startup and bubble removal in a test dur-
ing commissioning, it demonstrated a slower response
time of about 170 s and a maximum thrust capability
that was less than the other thrusters but still within re-
quirements. This increased response time characteristic
continued throughout the mission but would gradually
improve and nearly return to meeting the 100 s response
time requirement after the microvalve was left open for
a number of days. Whenever CMNT#1 was deactivated
and its microvalve closed, the response time would then
decrease again. Experiments during the extended mis-
sion showed that the response time increase was most
closely related to how long CMNT#1’s microvalve was
closed. This indicated a problem in the microvalve ac-
tuator or a non-constant and not complete blockage in
the feed system upstream of the microvalve or in it’s
flow limiting orifice just upstream of the microvalve seat.
The net result was a requirement to “prime” CMNT#1
by running it in a diagnostic mode at constant current
for 30 minutes prior to each start up to improve its re-
sponse time. The extra delay in CMNT#1’s response
also impacted thrust noise during periods of higher fluc-
tuations in thrust commands (i.e. 18DOF). Fortunately,
the failure of CMNT#1 to meet this response time re-
quirement did not significantly impact DRS operations
during mode transitions or science mode, nor prevent the
DRS as a whole from meeting its Level-1 performance re-
quirements.

In flight, CMNT#1 also experienced beam current
spikes of 160-240 nA every 1.75-4 seconds with the fre-
quency and magnitude proportional to the current level
throughout the entire mission. The size and high-speed

characteristics of the current spikes were consistent with
a single emitter turning on and off with < 10% duty cycle
- an effect colloquially referred to as ‘blipping’. During
tests designed to allow counting of the number of active
emitters on each thruster and from direct measurements
of thrust using the GRS, it was clear that CMNT#1 had
one of its nine emitters mostly off. Analyses of these ex-
periments and others suggest that the observed behavior
was not due to a bubble but a blockage or constriction
in one emitter with a constant hydraulic impedance that
impeded the propellant flow rate significantly compared
to the other eight emitters. With a reduced flow rate
in just one of the nine emitters, it was not possible to
maintain a steady current.

Both of these performance reductions on CMNT#1
were observed to start at the same time, during startup,
suggesting that they could be related and are both likely
caused by an increase in hydraulic resistance; however,
the location of the constrictions is not the same. It should
be noted that during startup, a large amount of current
> 24µA was emitted for over 20 minutes, potentially in-
dicating a bubble passing through the microvalve orifice,
expanding by a factor of 10 in volume and pushing a sig-
nificant amount of propellant out of one or more emitter.
This long-duration, high-current event occurred outside
of daily real-time observations, fortunately terminating
on its own, but potentially damaging one of the emit-
ters in the process. Follow-on ground tests have shown
constrictive damage to emitters that experience abnor-
mally high currents with a build-up of decomposed pro-
pellant products, which could explain CMNT#1’s blip-
ping emitter. A bubble stuck in the microvalve orifice
could also explain the reduced flow rate. The cause of
both performance issues with CMNT#1 continues to be
under investigation. Because the seven other thrusters
and microvalves performed nearly the same in flight as
on the ground, the CMNT#1 anomaly could be a yield
issue that can be addressed by maturing the technology,
improving the microvalve testing, screening, and filling
processes and/or flying redundant valves, as is common
practice for primary propulsion systems on large science
missions.

DCIU PROM Corruption

The DCIU on cluster 2 experienced an anomaly on July
8, 2016, immediately after a successful instrument com-
missioning, resulting in a processor reset and CMTA 2 be-
coming disabled whenever it received a thrust command.
Testing revealed that, while the Thrust Command Mode
no longer functioned properly, the Diagnostic Mode and
other control routines still functioned properly allowing
diagnosis and an eventual work-around. By design, the
DCIU PROM and control software could not be updated
on orbit, but fortunately the IAU flight software (FSW)
was designed with a back-up thrust control algorithm us-
ing the DCIU’s Diagnostic Mode in case there was a de-
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sire to modify it on orbit. In this case, the IAU calculated
the beam, extractor, and microvalve voltage commands
directly from the DCS thrust requests and sent those
commands instead of thrust commands to the DCIU. The
IAU FSW and operational sequences required updating
and verification to make the embedded thrust control al-
gorithm work properly that enabled this DCIU “Pass-
through Mode”, and operations continued on August 8,
2016.

The suspected cause of this anomaly is a single radi-
ation event that permanently damaged part of cluster
2’s PROM. While the Pass-Through Mode was a work-
around that solved the immediate issue, it also intro-
duced a command and telemetry delay between thrust
command processing and beam current and voltage com-
manding, execution, sensing, and feedback that did not
exist when the DCIU had it’s own internal control loop
functioning properly. This added delay was 1-2 real-
time intervals (RTIs) or 0.1-0.2 seconds, depending on
the exact timing between telemetry and command pack-
ets passing back and forth between the IAU, DCIUs and
on-board computer. As discussed in section IV C 1, this
extra delay led to a limit-cycle oscillation in the thruster
control loop. Fortunately, this limit cycle oscillation
was confined to frequencies above the target performance
bandwidth and did not impact mission performance. To
prevent this anomaly in future missions, a more robust,
radiation-hardened, and re-writable EEPROM for the
DCIU is recommended.

CMNT#4 Propellant Bridge

Near the end of the primary mission and after all Level
1 mission requirements had been met, CMNT#4 devel-
oped an electrical short (An impedance of 200MΩ, which
does constitute a “short” in the CMNT system) between
the emitter and extractor electrodes due to a suspected
propellant bridge, which rendered CMNT#4 effectively
inoperable. The bridge occurred on Oct 27, 2016, af-
ter 1670 hours of operation on CMNT#4. While the
exact location of the short on the emitters or extractor
electrodes cannot be determined without access to the
thruster, neither electrode was shorted to ground poten-
tial nor the accelerator electrode, indicating the short
was not in the PPU. The variable nature of the short
impedance also indicated that it was an electrically con-
ductive bridge of partially-polymerized propellant formed
between the emitter and the extractor, likely after the
porous extractor became saturated with propellant from
normal and off-nominal operation. These kind of pro-
pellant bridges have been observed on the ground pre-
viously due to poorly aligned emitters, saturated porous
extractors, or large amounts of excess propellant near the
emitter tip prior to operation.

At the time the short occurred, CMNT#4 was un-
dergoing an experiment to verify the thrust performance
model over a wide range of beam voltage and tempera-

ture conditions. At the point of failure, the beam voltage
was 4 kV and the thruster temperature was reduced to
20C compared to 6 kV and 25C that are nominal op-
erating conditions. Operating at a lower beam voltage
widened the exhaust beam, increasing the flux of propel-
lant at the edges of the beam onto the extractor elec-
trode. Operating at reduced temperatures increased the
propellant’s viscosity and impeded absorption and capil-
lary action of the extractor’s pores that are designed to
soak-up excess propellant. It is possible that operating
in this off-nominal condition (which was still within the
specified operational range) contributed to the failure.

Careful analysis of the ground and in-flight data
showed that CMNT#4 did experience significantly more
operation time with bubble-driven flow during ground-
based TVAC tests than the other thrusters, which could
have increased the flux of propellant to the extrac-
tor, filling the pores. In addition, because of another
LPF anomaly unrelated to the DRS that occurred ap-
proximately a week before the CMNT#4 short, all the
thrusters were shut down abruptly, which could have al-
lowed some excess propellant to escape out of CMNT#4’s
emitters during a thermal transient that caused the pro-
pellant to expand without voltage on the electrodes. The
safer and normal version of the thruster shutdown pro-
cedure includes multiple steps to decrease the quantity
of residual propellant in the emitters, reducing the risk
of spraying during periods of prolonged shutdown. Fi-
nally, to preserve the stable thermal environment on the
spacecraft, all CMNTs were left with PPUs enabled, de-
fault voltages on, and microvalves closed during standby
mode and station keeping maneuvers, which was not orig-
inally specified during operations or tested on the ground.
While this kind of operation should not have caused any
additional spray or flux to the extractor, on examining
the data more carefully, a 0.05µA level current was
observed during most of this time in standby mode on
CMNT#4, which was 10 times larger in terms of inte-
grated current or total charge than any other thruster
during these same periods, indicating low-level spraying
between the electrodes that could have lead to premature
saturation of the extractor.

Unfortunately, the ST7 mission did not include a
method of measuring the current to the extractor or ac-
celerator electrodes, and since this was not measured ex-
cept on early engineering model ground testing, it is dif-
ficult to quantify how thruster lifetime was impacted for
this specific case. Determining how to prevent current
flux to the extractor during normal operation, spray-
ing between electrodes with default voltages on during
standby mode, and monitoring any current to the ex-
tractor and accelerator electrodes, will be critical to the
further development of this thruster technology, espe-
cially for missions with long lifetime requirements like
LISA. Implementing redundant thruster heads will also
be important for providing the required lifetimes, as is
common practice for the primary propulsion system on
large science missions.
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After the CMNT#4 anomaly and because the locations
of the two CMTAs on only the spacecraft x-axis, having
just seven operable thrusters gave insufficient rotational
authority around the x-axis. At the end of the nom-
inal mission, with ESA’s assistance, a hybrid “crutch”
mode was developed to continue DRS operations us-
ing 4 of the LTP cold gas (CGAS) thrusters to pro-
vide a constant thrust bias that replaced what CMNT#4
would have normally provided. The colloid thruster and
cold gas thruster thrust bias levels as well as new op-
erational procedures and sequences were developed and
validated on ground-based testbeds for this new operat-
ing mode. Both 4 and 2 CGAS thruster configurations
were demonstrated on the ST7 testbed; however, the 4
CGAS thruster configuration was preferred to reduce the
required colloidal thruster thrust bias levels. This hybrid
operation was demonstrated, for all DCS modes, just be-
fore the final week of the primary mission, and it contin-
ued successfully through the extended mission.

Appendix B: Derivation of response to thrust
injections

In this section we present a more detailed derivation
of the response of the Pathfinder spacecraft and LTP
instrument to the thruster injections that were used to
calibrate the CMNTs as described in IV B .

Let x̂bf , ŷbf , ẑbf be unit vectors along the body-frame
axes of the spacecraft ; let ~rSC be the position of the
spacecraft CoM in some inertial frame; and let ~rTM1 and
~rTM2 be the positions (CoMs) of the two TMs in the
same inertial frame. The x1 value measured by LTP is(
~rTM1 − ~rSC

)
· x̂bf , and similarly for x2.

Applying Newton’s 2nd law to either x1 or x2, and
restricting to the most-sensitive (x̂bf ) direction gives

ẍ ≡ d2

dt2
[(
~rTM − ~rSC

)
· x̂bf

]
(6.1)

=
[(
~̈rTM − ~̈rSC

)
· x̂bf

]
+ 2
[(
~̇rTM − ~̇rSC

)
· ˙̂xbf

]
(6.2)

+
[(
~rTM − ~rSC

)
· ¨̂xbf

]
. (6.3)

Re-arranging the above equation for ẍ gives

F xSC = −MSC ẍ+
MSC

MTM
F xTM (6.4)

+ 2MSC

[(
~̇rTM − ~̇rSC

)
· ˙̂xbf

]
(6.5)

+ MSC

[(
~rTM − ~rSC

)
· ¨̂xbf

]
(6.6)

where F x ≡ ~F ·x̂bf . The first term is Newton’s 2nd law in
the instrument frame while the later two terms account
for the rotation of the frame.To evaluate the rotational
frame terms, we define

˙̂xbf = ~Ω× x̂bf , (6.7)

where ~Ω is the spacecraft ’s instantaneous angular veloc-
ity, which also implies

¨̂xbf = ~̇Ω× x̂bf + ~Ω× ˙̂xbf , (6.8)

= ~̇Ω× x̂bf + ~Ω×
(
~Ω× x̂bf

)
(6.9)

= ~̇Ω× x̂bf +
(
~Ω · x̂bf

)
~Ω − Ω2 x̂bf . (6.10)

The dynamical quantities can be separated into those
dominated by the injection, including the TM actuation,
and the rest, in order to estimate the sizes and timescales
on which they are changing. If one restricts attention to
the thruster force at the injection frequency, then line
(6.5) is negligible compared to line (6.6). Finally, ¨̂xbf in

(6.6) is well approximated by the ~̇Ω × x̂bf term in line
(6.10), and terms quadratic in Ω are negligible. This
implies the approximation

Ω̇i = (I−1)ijN
j . (6.11)

If we average the motion of x1 and x2, the largest ro-
tational effects cancel. The only rotational effects that
do not cancel are proportional to ∆z, defined as the
z-displacement of both TMs from the spacecraft CoM,
which is on the order of 5 cm. Averaged over the two
TMs, and restricting analysis to the injection frequency,
all the rotating-frame effects can be approximated by

−MSC(∆z)Ω̇y (6.12)

or

−MSC(∆z)
[
(I−1)yxN

x + (I−1)yyN
y + (I−1)yzN

z
]
.

(6.13)
Of these, the middle term is by far the largest, but it’s
simple to carry along the off-diagonal terms.

If Fi is the amplitude of the thrust from thruster i,
then there are matrices T xi and Kxi such that the x-
component of the force and torque from thruster i are
T xiFi and KxiFi. These matrices can be derived from
the thruster positions and orientations. Plugging these
into Eqs. (6.4)–(6.6) and re-arranging terms, we arrive at

Fi|x =
1

2

[
−MSC(ẍ1+ẍ2)+

MSC

MTM
(F xTM1+F xTM2)

]
/(1+Rxi )

(6.14)
where the symbol Fi|x denotes ”the force exerted by
thruster i, as estimated from x equation of motion”, and
where the rotational correction term Rxi is given by

Rxi = (∆z)MSC

[
(I−1)yxK

xi+(I−1)yyK
yi+(I−1)yzK

zi
]
/T xi .

(6.15)

Appendix C: Estimates of Thruster and Platform
Noise Contributions

This appendix provides details of the estimates of con-
tributions to the measured force noise on the spacecraft
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as listed in Table V.

CMNT Shot Noise

CMNT shot noise is an effect of the quantized nature
of the electrospray thrust, which is composed of the mo-
mentum transfer from discrete droplets. Using a charge
to mass ratio of 470 C/kg, the current corresponds to a
droplet rate of 3 ∗ 1015 drops/second with an associated
shot noise of 0.16 nN when projected into the X direction.

CMNT Flutter Noise

Flutter noise refers to variations in the thrust direction,
which induce a thrust-dependent thrust noise Sflutter =
T · Scosα where α is the deviation of the thrust vector
from its nominal direction. Ground measurements using
a 2-D electrometer array measured Sα < 10−3 rad/

√
Hz

in the relevant band, which gives Sflutter ∼ 0.03 nN/
√

Hz
at the maximum thrust of 30µN.

Solar Force Noise

Solar radiation pressure (SRP) produces a force noise
along the x-axis that is described by

SSRP,x = FSRP · SSRP · H̄ + FSRP · SH , (6.16)

where FSRP is the DC force on the spacecraft due to the
SRP, SSRP is the spectral density of the stability of the
SRP,H is the angle of the spacecraft about the y-axis and
SH is the spectral density of variations in H. The total
DC force on the spacecraft in the anti-Sun direction (−z
axis) is measured at ∼ 24µN. This includes contributions
both from the direct solar radiation pressure as well as
the differential thermal radiation from the warm sunward
side of the spacecraft (radiometer effect). A rough order-
of-magnitude estimate is that the the radiometer term is
approximately 40% of the direct term. Hence FSRP ∼
17µN. During DRS science operations, H̄ ∼ 10−4 rad,
and SH ∼< 10−4 rad/

√
Hz. Measurements of variations in

solar flux give estimates of SSRP ∼< 10−3 /
√

Hz. With
these parameters, the second term in (6.16) dominates,

with a contribution of 1.7 nN/
√

Hz.

Radiometer Noise

The coupling of the radiometer noise, which is primar-
ily along the z-axis, to motion in the x-axis is the same as
for SRP. Using the same logic as presented for the SRP
above, the DC force along z is estimated as Frad ∼ 7µN
and the noise along x due to angular jitter along H is
0.7 nN/

√
Hz. Note that because the coupling mechanism

for SRP and Radiometer noise is the same (spacecraft

jitter in H), they will add coherently. This is taken into
account for the noise summations in Table V.

Magnetic Field Noise

The size of the spacecraft is vastly smaller than the

spatial length scale over which the interplanetary ~Bip-

field varies, so we treat ~Bip as spatially uniform over the

spacecraft . The interaction of ~Bip with the current ~j in
the spacecraft can torque the spacecraft , but it produces

no net force. Note that time variations in ~Bip will cause
extra currents to flow in the spacecraft , which create a

B-field ~Bsc that partially counteracts the changes in ~Bip
– this is magnetic shielding–and because magnetic per-
meability will vary across the spacecraft, the total field
~Bip + ~Bsc can have a significant spatial gradient. But
this does not invalidate our earlier argument that there

is no net force from the interaction ~Bip and the total ~j.

The interaction of ~Bip with the net charge on the
spacecraft does produce a net force, which we now es-
timate. The photo-electric effect ”kicks” electrons off
the surface of the solar panels. Indeed, when the CM-
NTs (which generate thrust by accelerating positively
charged droplets away from the spacecraft) are provid-
ing the thrust, these two effects largely cancel, and this
is the mechanism that keeps the net charge on the space-
craft small. The spacecraft potential adjusts until the
net spacecraft charging rate averages over time to zero.
The spacecraft potential in equilibrium is ∼ 100V, or
(in cgs units) ∼ 1

3 statvolt. From this, we can estimate
the total charge on the spacecraft by V ∼ Q/R. Using
R ∼ 100cm, we find Q ∼ 33 statcoulomb (or ≈ 10−8

Coulomb). Using ~Fsc = c−1Q~v × ~Bip, v/c ∼ 10−4, and

Bip ≈ 3 × 10−4
(

f
1mHz

)−0.8
gaussHz−1/2, we arrive at

F ∼ 10−2nNHz−1/2
(

T
107s

)(
f

1mHz

)−0.8
(where we have

used the conversion 10−6dyne= 10−2 nN).

Micrometeoroid Impacts

The LPF spacecraft occasionally encounters interplan-
etary dust particles which impart an impulsive momen-
tum to the spacecraft. The size of these particles gen-
erally follow a power-law distribution with smaller size
particles being more numerous than larger ones. For
large impacts, the events can be identified and either
subtracted or excised from the data, as was discussed
in IV C 2. For smaller impacts, which are far more nu-
merous, the impulsive momentum may not be recognized
as a discrete signal and will instead average out to a force
noise. Using a sample of 44 impact events that were iden-
tified in a search of ∼ 180 days of LPF data, a powerlaw
estimate of the collision rate R, per transferred momen-
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tum (in units of µNs), was estimated to be3:

R = 1.5× 10−6 (p̄)−1.64 s−1 , (6.17)

where we have defined the dimensionless momentum
transfer p̄ ≡ p/p0, with p0 = 1µNs. Assume that in
each collision, the momentum is deposited uniformly over
some short time δt. (As long as δt is short compared to
33s [= 1/(30mHz)], we shall see that δt drops out of
the expression for the force noise spectral density in the
measurement band.) Since the collisions represent shot
noise, force-noise spectrum is some constant S0 up to
f ≈ 1/(2δt) (and falls roughly as f−2 at higher f), and
S0 times (2δt)−1 is the mean-square value of the force
from collisions:

S0 = (2δt)(p0)2

∫ p̄t

0

R(p̄)
( p̄
δt

)2
(δt) dp̄ (6.18)

= 2.2× 10−6 p̄1.36
t (µN)2/Hz , (6.19)

where p̄t is some threshold value, above which collisions
are individually identified and removed from the data.

Using p̄t ≈ 0.5, and dividing S
1/2
0 by

√
3 to account for

the fact that here we want only the x-component of the
force noise, we arrive at

S
1/2
0,x ≈ 0.5nN

√
Hz . (6.20)

Test Mass Force Noise

Test mass force can by estimated by looking at the
measured differential acceleration between the two test
masses. As shown in section V C, this is at the ∼
3 fm s−2/

√
Hz level, which would represent an equivalent

spacecraft noise of ∼ 1 pN/
√

Hz. A limitation of this es-
timate is that it is not sensitive to common-mode forces
on the test masses, such as might be caused by time-
varying magnetic fields. However, it seems unlikely that
the couplings in each test mass would match sufficiently
well to have a 6 order of magnitude difference between
the absolute and differential effects. Assuming a worst-
case common-mode rejection ratio of 103 gives an upper
limit of 1 nN/

√
Hz.
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